Response to the West Midlands
Combined Authority Productivity
and Skills Commission
Call for Evidence
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West Midlands
FE Skills and
Productivity Group
We are grateful for the opportunity to
respond directly to the Call for Evidence for
the Productivity and Skills Commission. This
Group is already talking to the West Midlands
Combined Authority about ways in which it
could help tackle the skills and productivity
issues of the region and has also had practical
and constructive discussions with the mayoral
candidates. Our response relates largely to
the first two questions in the call and is in
three parts:

1.	An assessment of the contextual issues and
in particular a response to question 2, the
barriers to skills development,

2.	An account of what FE is currently doing to

contribute to meaningful skills development
in the region, in response to Question 1 and
the opportunities which devolution could
give us to contribute further,

3.	Most importantly a proposed set of practical
actions to improve skills delivery based
on serious collaboration across the FE
providers, between FE and the other parts
of the skills ecosystem including, schools,
private providers and HE and between FE
and the West Midlands Combined Authority.

The intention is to respond positively to the
Commission’s aim of “focusing our work on
generating practical action to drive tangible
results.” For simplicity, these actions are
summarised separately.
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Context

“We strongly
support
the focus
which the
Commission
is proposing
on inclusive
growth.”

The skills “system” responds to the employment needs of
the region and the Commission needs to consider above
all how to create the conditions for more and better
employment so that changes in skills development
form part of that wider challenge. The Call refers to
the position of this region as “home to a large number
of high value manufacturing jobs, but [now switching]
to a structure more representative of England as a
whole.” There is nothing mysterious in the comparative
decline of GVA in this region over the last 30 years. The
combination of loss of high value (mainly manufacturing)
industries and major growth in fragile, low-paid and
short-term employment have had a particular impact on
this region. “The real black mark on the WMCA’s living
standards scorecard... continues to be, employment. Its
employment rate was 2 percentage points below the
city regions’ average in the mid-2000s but by the eve of
the financial crisis the WMCA’s employment rate stood
at 66.7 percent, 3.2 percentage points below the city
regions’ average.”

The recent Resolution Foundation report from which

this quote is taken, offers a detailed description of that
impact and some possible ways forward which the
Commission should consider as part of its wider brief1.
The Report also highlights the uneven distribution of
the employment available. “The most important divide
between employment in the WMCA and elsewhere is
the gap between ‘low activity’ groups (those who have
traditionally been less likely to be in work, such as
those with low levels of qualifications, BAME people,
single parents and people with disabilities) and the
‘prime’ group (those who are more strongly attached to
the labour market, covering white, non-disabled, nonsingle parent, highly educated, prime-age adults).” This
analysis is firmly supported by the more recent Rowntree
Foundation Agenda for the New Mayor which reports for
example that “the ethnic minority employment rate (in
this region) is just 54%.”2 We strongly support the
focus which the Commission is proposing on
inclusive growth.

Resolution Foundation: Midlands Engine Trouble – The challenges
facing the West Midlands Combined

1
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The employment task is therefore twofold:
•	Increase the number of high value jobs by making
the region an attractive place to develop businesses
offering those jobs,
•	Increase the take up of those jobs by low
activity groups.

There are ways in which the FE base in this region

could support action in both areas and these are
covered below. In addition, the Commission needs to
address the overall forecast decline in jobs at level 1
and the increase in demand especially at level 4-5 as
well as considering what barriers we tackle.

I n our view there are two key
barriers to skills development:
a. A
 ccess
There is a high proportion of the actual and potential
workforce in the West Midlands who don’t even make it
to level 2. Fourteen percent of the population have no
qualifications (cf the national average of 8.6%). What
this appears to indicate is that the education system
is still tilted against the already disadvantaged. It also
suggests that we continue to require the capacity –
mostly located in FE – to deliver substantial volumes of
level 1 and 2 provision in the region post-16. Volumes
of employment at this level are set to decline but unless
we improve the number of those reaching levels 1
and 2:
• We further disadvantage those already
disadvantaged,
• We of course reduce the numbers in the pipeline
who can progress to levels 3 and above.
The Resolution Foundation Reports highlights the
general problem of access to employment in “low
activity groups”. Individuals with no qualifications
are a key category here and the West Midlands CA
region at 54% has lower than average city region
employment rates in this group. City region rates
themselves are lower than the national average.
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In the long term the key to changing this performance is reducing (to zero) those leaving the education system
with no qualifications. This is one area where the West Midlands Combined Authority in partnership with us
could take immediate action.
Firstly, the Commission should make no mistake as to the importance of increasing the numbers of young
people entering the labour market with a level 2 qualification. The role of FE in delivering this is crucial: colleges
are the great engines of social mobility through learning, both for young people and adults. The Rowntree
report particularly points to areas of our region which are beyond the reach of the labour market4. It is no
accident that FE draws learners from all of these locations. If the Mayor and Combined Authority decide to
target these areas in its employment and skills plan we would be happy to lend our practical support. FE is also
the key player in remedying our underperformance at levels 1 and 2. Work is in progress in all of our colleges to
drive up progression beyond level 2 and in particular performance in GCSE Maths and English.
The West Midlands Further Education and Skills Productivity Group is proposing to draw together all of the work
in individual institutions on improving maths and English performance to provide a platform for improving best
practice rapidly across the region and potentially to develop a single approach to the introduction of T levels.

3
4

Resolution Foundation: Midlands engine trouble - The Challenges Facing the West Midlands Combined Authority
Joseph Rowntree Foundation: Inclusive growth in the West Midlands: an agenda for the new Mayor Fig 1. P12
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“FE is also the
key player in
remedying our
underperformance
at levels 1 and 2.
Work is in progress
in all of our
colleges to drive
up progression
beyond level 2
and in particular
performance
in GCSE Maths
and English.”
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b. P
 rogression
On the journey from education to career
job in the region we are losing young
people. The system doesn’t move people
(both those still in education and those
already in employment) forward in
sufficient numbers to higher level skills
and especially in high value “Good Work”
employment. This has a direct impact as
the Commission summary indicates, on
the productivity of the region. If the UK
average is 100 widgets per hour worked,
West Midlands is 87 (9th out of 13 UK city
regions) and within the Region, Sandwell
would be 81 and Solihull 113 Widgets
(the last high score largely as a result
of the presence of one major
automotive manufacturer).
As a result we have a smaller proportion
of our workforce in high value-added jobs.
And therefore, on low wages, the average
Birmingham weekly workplace earnings is
£482 (against a UK average of £507). We
have 28.6% qualified at level 4+ (against
national average 35.7%). This applies
equally to apprentices as to those in fulltime learning. We need more:
•	Effective pathways to a level 4+
qualification especially in the technical
education route. This includes an
effective and consistent “transition year”
for those learners - often in low activity
groups - who are not ready to access a
route at age 16. The CA may not be able
to influence the A level gold standard but
it could certainly help to create parity of
esteem between T levels and A levels by
working with us to drive up progression
via the technical route,

•	Provision: To deliver a high quality and
credible technical education offer it
is crucial to maintain the currency of
both equipment and expertise. This
is particularly true in the cutting-edge
areas of the West Midlands economy e.g.
advanced (system-built) construction,
engineering, life sciences, creative and
digital etc,
•	Demand: we need more people with
the right qualifications seeking their
future in these sectors. Engineering
and construction continue to suffer an
image problem. The massive growth
in employment opportunities in both
of those sectors offered by HS2 and
major urban development projects in
this region require an equally significant
response by the public agencies to
ensure that local people access these
jobs and the GVA generated thus stays
within the region. The resource support
from the West Midlands Combined
Authority for the Ignite, Accelerate and
Retune (HS2 Jobs and Skills) Groups
needs to be put in place urgently and
their remit amended to take account of
these broader opportunities.

•	Incentives for employers. A devolved
apprenticeship budget as intimated in
the Midlands Engine Strategy would
allow the West Midlands Combined
Authority to further incentive employers
to deliver higher level and degree
apprenticeships,
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Our Proposal
What we would propose to the
Commission is an immediate and
substantial rethink of the way in which
technical education is delivered in our
region through a single integrated
system for development based on:
a.A formal collaboration between the
colleges in the Group built around
a series of joint actions all intended
contribute directly to meeting the
skills and productivity challenge
for our region. Targets dates and
deliverables to be agreed with the
Mayor and Combined Authority over
the next six months,
b. An equally formal partnership with
the Combined Authority and Mayor
to ensure that these actions sit within
and support its wider skills and
productivity agenda,
c. Continued autonomy for individual FE
colleges but within an agreed single
system of technical education for
which they are jointly accountable.
I n our view, such a move would have
the effect of giving our region a lead
both in rising to the opportunity
presented by national policy change
and in meeting the specific productivity
and skills challenges of our economy
and skill base.

Practical actions
The formal collaboration
between the colleges in the
group would be built
around the following
specific joint actions:
a.	Driving up apprenticeships/technical
education as a genuine and credible
alternative to the academic route to
a good job. We need to join forces, with
each other and with the West Midlands
Combined Authority to promote the
technical education route (full-time or parttime through apprenticeships) to a good i.e.
high-value, high-skill job. This would include
an orchestrated and targeted campaign –
ideally backed by the CA - to deliver that
message to schools, parents, teachers
and pupils,
b.	Taking responsibility for determining
who does which specialisms and
therefore where the (very limited) funds
for capital investment should go.
We need to ensure that a single West
Midlands Combined Authority Region
approach is adopted to capital investment
in skills in this region. The funding available
through the Single Growth Fund for skills
investment - now the primary source of that
investment outside colleges’ own budgets is limited, requires match and because the
bidding process is managed at the LEP level,
precludes any serious CA wide proposition.
The FE Skills and Productivity Group would
be keen to develop a set of criteria and
principles at West Midlands Combined
Authority level which would:
•	Further develop the ability of LEPs
to respond to the specific requirements
for capital investment in skills provision,
•	Aligns LEP capital skills investment plans
where appropriate to an agreed set of
strategic priorities linked to the wider
skills agenda,
•	Improves the potential for single bids
reflecting sectoral priorities across the
whole region subject to approval by the
three LEPs.
c.	Underpinning the work on transforming
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technical education through a single
programme of activity to drive up the
specialist skills of our staff. This would
include working with the Gatsby Foundation
and its linked partners in other CA
regions on:
•	A CPD programme linked to those of the
15 pathways which the West Midlands
Combined Authority see as priority routes
for the region’s labour market,
•	Developing a single approach to driving
up maths and English performance
through shared best practice and
CPD. This could include bidding for
government funding support for centre
of excellence status,
•	Developing centres of CPD expertise in
key SEP sectors linked to IOTs in
the region,
•	Developing a single approach to online
learning support to improve both support
and success rates for learners at levels
1 and 2 and to help with progression to
level 3,
•	Building a robust and sustainable FE
partnership mechanism which could take
on new and challenging responsibilities
for the long-term.
d.	Exploiting the opportunities set out in
the Midlands Engine Strategy to:
•	Invest £11 million to provide additional
Work Coaches, in order to deliver
targeted employment support to
unemployed people,

e.	Collectively targeting the SME base
to increase the take up of the levy by
smaller businesses. The apprenticeship
levy offers a huge opportunity to increase
investment in technical skills but we need
to ensure that risk of the levy all being
spent on activity in levy paying companies
– which would disadvantage our region as
compared with the South-East significantly
given the number of SMEs in the region.
We strongly support the case for “enabling
transfer of funds within the apprenticeship
service” as proposed in the Midlands
Engine Strategy. The West Midlands Further
Education and Skills Productivity Group
could contribute to this:
•	By helping to devise a better formula for
use of the levy to rebalance investment
towards SMEs in the region,
•	By pledging to work with the CA, HE,other
training providers and employers in
the region to promote the take up of
apprenticeship opportunities.
These actions would form the core work of
the Group going forward over the next six
months. The Group will begin scoping these
tasks as the Commission reviews the response
to the Call for Evidence but our goal would be
to work with the West Midlands Combined
Authority on the detailed proposal including
the targets. This could form the basis of the
Delivery Agreement which is referenced in the
Devolution deal.

•	Provide £2 million to offer Englishlanguage training to people whose lack
of ability to speak English is holding them
back from accessing employment,
•	Test innovative approaches to
lifelong learning.

6
The formal collaboration has already begun of course with the joint work on skills data analysis. The picture of provision
which that analysis delivers will underpin all of the subsequent work on developing an integrated system
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Current actions

(Question 1 in the commisions call)

In terms of current actions supporting the improvement of
meaningful skills development we would place FE centre stage.
For decades, we have been the central element of the skills
development infrastructure offering technical and vocational
education from levels 1-5 and indeed beyond in some cases.
The key data below provides the Commission with a sense of
the scale and significance of the FE contribution to technical
education in this region.

Our collective resources:
•
•
•
•
•

Combined annual income of over £611 million
Over 11,000 staff,
£310 million of funding for 16 to 18-year-olds,
£104 million of funding for adult learners,
7,500 teachers.

We support:
• Over 252,000 students every year,
• 74,000 young people aged 16 to 18-year-olds
participate in full time programmes,
• 145,000 adult learners,
• Around 27,000 apprentices including 8,000 16
to 18-year-olds,
• Around 12,000 employers.

This gives us and the West Midlands
Combined Authority formidable capacity in
terms of the skills – both in terms of reach
and range. Reach into all communities (60
plus locations, all of the “stuck and stifled”
communities referenced in the West
Midlands in the recent Localis Report7.
Range in terms of all the sectors both
those with high value but low employment
numbers; those with huge employment
numbers but low value added jobs;
and those like construction which sit
somewhere between the two. This is an
infrastructure to be valued and optimised
if we are to meet the challenge set out in
the Commission paper.
The service has never been complacent
about the challenges brought with this
role; actions “supporting the improvement
of meaningful skills development”
currently include:
a.	Area Reviews – The colleges have
responded constructively to the
Review process in all three LEPs and
in particular the need to secure a
financially robust FE system in the future
resulting in:
• Two major mergers of institutions,
• Two further possible mergers,
•	Shared service/joint ventures in
apprenticeships in all three LEP areas,
•	Collaborative IOT proposals in
development in all three areas.
b.	OFSTED reviews – all colleges, including
those with good or outstanding OFSTED
status have plans in place to improve on
their current performance, particularly
in relation to maths and English and
safeguarding,
c.	Partnership development
A number of partnerships aimed at
improving the quality of delivery and/or
simplifying access for employers have
been developed in the region e.g. the
Black Country Engineering Partnership,
Birmingham IOT partnership,

10
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d.	Higher level Apprenticeship – FE has
significantly raised its game in terms
of apprenticeship delivery in the last 2
years, particularly at the higher levels the
number of apprenticeships at higher and
degree levels has increased,
e.	Development of the Group itself
The West Midlands Further Education
and Skills Productivity Group is a
partnership of 23 Colleges with a formal
commitment to:
•	Develop a collaborative arrangement
with the WMCA based on the principle
of partnership. The Commission will
be aware that we have already gone
beyond this to practical collaboration
with WMCA on the mapping of FE
provision across the region: a jointly
funded study is already underway,
•	Combine collective resource where
appropriate to ensure the best
outcomes and effective distribution
of public funding for young
people, adults and businesses in the
West Midlands,
•	To engage where appropriate with
other Groups aligned to the WMCA
including the WMCA Adult and
Community Education Network, HE
Executive group and the Midlands
Engine for Growth Skills Group
to develop a shared approach to
addressing WMCA skills issues,
f.	Institutes of Technology: IOTs will
play a key role for the West Midlands
to address critical skills issues at levels
3 and 4 in priority sectors addressing
progression to higher level skills. The
West Midlands Further Education
and Skills Productivity Group have
worked together to identify create a
communications mechanism between
competing FE led IOTs from each LEP
area in the region. Further work will be
done when the detailed IOT guidance
has been published. The individual bids
are all driven by partnerships which

included not only FE but also universities,
schools, DWP/JCP and other key local
stakeholders.
The new announcements in the Industrial
Strategy Green Paper following close on
the publication of the Post-16 Skills Plan
promise a major repositioning of the core
business of further education colleges. The
specific proposal to create “a new system
of technical education” implies a new
focus on the technical route to high value
skills and employment as do the specific
commitments to:
•	Clear, high quality routes for
technical education,
•	High quality technical education
providers with excellent teaching,
•	Higher level technical education
and new Institutes of Technology in
all regions,
•	Ensuring Technical Education routes
are demanding,
•	Creating a course-finding process
for technical education similar to the
UCAS process.
 f course, these are currently proposals
O
and much may change before the final
White Paper is produced – especially given
the general election. However, there is
a genuine shift here in the priority being
given to skills and technical education
reflected in both documents and driven in
part by the likely impact of Brexit.

The Making of an industrial strategy: Taking back control locally. Localis March 2017. Table 1 p 17
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What is not clear is how the new national

policy emphasis on technical education
relates to the established national policy
emphasis on devolution. The proposal in
the Call for Evidence for “the development
of a place based approach to Industrial
Strategy with direct alignment to delivery
of the new technical routes outlined within
the Post 16 Skills Plan” is therefore strongly
supported. Any realistic delivery plan
needs to consider how the infrastructure
for technical education places can deliver
the new system. In our submission, the
current FE infrastructure of FE in this
region is crucial. Our joint work with the
Combined Authority mapping existing
provision will provide us with the data to
demonstrate this point.

The real issue is that the region needs a
whole skills system which works in a more
integrated way to ensure the progression
of people into employment generally and
high skill high-value jobs in particular.
This will be difficult to achieve, requiring
as it does a much greater measure of
organised connectivity and progression
between schools and colleges, colleges
and universities and between all of those
and employers. If the Commission agrees
that this is the crucial goal we have some
propositions that would create greater
connectivity and progression in FE – not
the whole answer of course, but a
major contribution and the platform for
wider action.

FE Colleges remain – like schools –
educational institutions with a large degree
of financial autonomy and freedom to
respond to local need as they see it. The
Industrial Strategy Green paper firmly
supports this principle.8 The Combined
Authority will - if it meets the readiness
conditions in 2018 - secure a degree
of influence over these autonomous
institutions but it is important to put the
extent of that influence in perspective.
Colleges will retain control over all of
their 16-18 funding, HE funding and
their capacity to compete as commercial
providers, notably for a share of the
apprenticeship levy provision, but also
for a wider range of full cost recovery
programmes. The CA is doubtless making
its case for a bigger set of funding
responsibilities and therefore more
influence but in the short term (say over
the next five years) devolution on this
scale will be difficult and in the longterm colleges will (like schools) strongly
defend the autonomy which gives them
the flexibility to respond to the needs of
their communities and businesses. In this
respect, they are no different to schools
and indeed universities.

“Colleges and other training providers will remain autonomous, with scope to shape their own destiny within the
framework set by government and to become genuinely self-improving.”

8
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LEVEL 6

FE The Engine for Skills Growth

High Value
High Skill Jobs

Higher
Level
Degree
Learners

Further Education

LEVEL 1

23
Colleges

Low Value
Low Skill Jobs

School
60
Leavers
Locations

Level 1-3

(Core Business)

School
Leavers
Under
Qualiﬁed
adults
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West Midlands Combined
Authority for the 7
Transformational Sectors

College A

College B

C

College G

Example Sector
Specific - level 4-6
High Speed Rail

National
college for
High Speed
Rail

College F

HUB

College C

College D

College E

College X

College Y

HUB

M6

M54

Wolverhampton

Birm
College Z

Low carbon and
environmental technologies

Worcester

College W

HUB

College V

Logistics and
transport technologies

Note: the number of colleges for each sector is subject to project outcomes.
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S

M6

54

Advanced manufacturing
and engineering
College H

College I

College G

HUB

HUB

College J

Business,
professional and
financial services

College L

College J

Nottingham

College M

Burton
upon Trent
College N

Loughborough
Leicester

pton

er

College K

M69
M42

Birmingham
Coventry

M6

M1

HUB

College Q

College O

Stratford-upon-Avon
College P
College R

College S

Construction
(building
technologies)

College T

HUB
HUB

College U

Digital and creative

Life-sciences and
health care
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Practical actions - summary
Action

1. D rive up apprenticeships/technical

education as a genuine and credible
alternative to the academic route to
a good job.

Specific Tasks
1. The colleges join forces with each other
and with the West Midlands Combined
Authority to present FE as the preferred
choice for the technical education route
to a good job.
2. This would include an orchestrated and
targeted campaign – ideally backed
by the CA - to deliver that message to
schools, parents, teachers and pupils.

1.	The FE Skills and Productivity Group
would take collective responsibility for
determining who does which level 4+
Develop a single investment plan for
specialisms across all colleges.
FE at the CA level based on a limited
and agreed set of strategic priorities 2. A single West Midlands Combined
linked to the wider skills agenda.
Authority Region approach is adopted to

2. 

Targets
(suggested)

Volume of
learners
progressing
to a level 3
qualification
via FE.

Integrated
Skills Capital
Investment Plan.

capital investment in skills in this region.

1. Working with the Gatsby Foundation and
its linked partners in other CA regions
on a CPD programme linked to the 15
pathways.
2. Developing centres of CPD expertise
linked to IOTs in the region.

3. U nderpin the work on transforming

3. Developing a single approach to driving
up maths and English performance
through shared best practice and CPD.

technical education through a single
4. Developing a single approach to online
programme of activity to improve
learning support to improve both
the specialist skills of our staff.
support and success rates for learners
at levels 1 and 2 and to help with
progression to level 3. (Linked to capital
investment plan).

Programme for
teaching staff
developed Centres
established within
12 months of
creation of IOTs.
West Midlands
online guide –
“Improving maths
and English
delivery in FE”.

A business
plan and work
programme for
the Group setting
5. Create a robust and sustainable FE
partnership mechanism which could take out key tasks and
accountabilities.
on new and challenging responsibilities
for the long-term.

16
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Action

Specific Tasks

Targets
(suggested)

4. Exploit the opportunities set out in
the Midlands Engine Strategy to:

a.	Invest £11 million to provide
additional Work Coaches, in order to
deliver targeted employment support 1. Develop a single mechanism to provide
access to training opportunities for Work
to unemployed people,
Coach clients.
b.	Provide £2 million to offer English2. Jointly develop a region wide ESOL
language training to people whose
support proposal.
lack of ability to speak English is
holding them back from accessing
employment,

Proposal to
be developed
within Combined
Authority time
frame for
response to
Midlands Engine
Strategy.

C. Test innovative approaches to
lifelong learning.

5. C ollectively target the SME base

to increase the take up of the
apprenticeship by smaller (non-levy
paying businesses.

1. Contribute to the case making
by the Combined Authority for
“enabling transfer of funds within the
apprenticeship service” as proposed in
the Midlands Engine Strategy.
2. Orchestrated and targeted campaign
across all West Midlands Further
Education and Skills Productivity Group
colleges to increase apprenticeship take
up.

Maintain as
a minimum
the number
of SME based
apprenticeships
for the next
three years.
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Are you responding as an individual or
an organisation?

Organisation

Full name or organisations name:

West Midlands Combined Authority FE Skills and
Productivity Group

Phone number:

01384 363 221

Address:

c/o Lowell Williams
Dudley College
The Broadway
Dudley
West Midlands

Postcode:

DY1 4AS

Email:

lowell.williams@dudleycol.ac.uk

The West Midlands Combined Authority (WMCA) may wish to publish your response in full or in part. The
WMCA commit not to distort or misrepresent your response in any full or part publication.
Please indicate your publishing preference:
1. Publish response with name
2. Publish response only (anonymous)
3. Do not publish response.

For further information, contact:
Lowell Williams
Chair
The West Midlands Further Education
Skills and Productivity Group
Dudley College
The Broadway, Dudley
West Midlands DY1 4AS
01384 363 221
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